
DDR is a cleaning service provider only. We provide a cleaning regimen using products 
manufactured by independent third parties (“Products”).  All claims made with respect to 
Products are those of their respective manufacturers, based on independent studies, which 
have not been independently verified by DDR . Accordingly, you agree that DDR is not 
responsible for the accuracy of any claims on the website based on study results, including 
regarding the safety, efficacy or suitability of the Products for use in any particular 
environment.  You understand that except for certain devices that are cleared by the Food 
and Drug Administration as Class II medical devices ("FDA Cleared Devices"), DDR’s cleaning 
regimen and the Products described on the website are not medical devices and DDR does 
not intend that the Products, separately or together, be used as medical devices or be used 
in patient care or for the diagnosis, treatment, cure, mitigation or prevention any disease or 
health condition.  Other than in connection with certain FDA Cleared Devices, any 
statements made on the website regarding the Products have not been evaluated by the 
FDA or any other governmental agency or regulatory authority for medical products 
worldwide, and DDR makes no representations, warranties or guarantees that its cleaning 
regimen or any Product meets any requirement of such regulatory agencies or 
governmental authorities. Use of the cleaning regimen and the Products is not guaranteed 
to eliminate all germs, bacteria, viruses and volatile organic compounds in any environment. 
Effectiveness of the cleaning regimen and Products depends on many variables, any of 
which could alter performance outcome, such as the severity and frequency of pollution, 
flow of air in the environment, humidity and temperature. DDR shall not be liable for any 
claims resulting from misuse, unauthorized modification, abuse of the Products, use outside 
of the envisioned environment including improper or unauthorized handling or improper 
Product application or storage causing defects, including but not limited to, tampering or 
failure to comply with the manufacturer’s written operating instructions, or resulting from 
improper or faulty manufacturing of the Products.   

 


